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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
An administrator sets up a cluster of Aruba Mobility
Controllers (MCs). What can the administrator determine
about the cluster from the command output shown in the exhibit?
A. This is an L2-connected cluster.
B. AP load balancing is enabled.
C. This is an L3-connected cluster.

D. User load balancing is enabled.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Single-drum color LaserJet printers use an intermediate
transfer belt (ITB). In what order should you place color
images on the ITB?
A. cyan, magenta, yellow, black
B. red, green, blue
C. yellow, magenta, cyan, black
D. black, magenta, yellow, cyan
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
The Universal Containers Admin is creating a custom formula
field, Approval Score, on the Quote Line object to calculate
approval score. This field will calculate the average approval
score for the Quote to determine how many levels of approval
the record should go through when submitted.
The Admin planned to use a roll-up summary field on the Quote
object to average the Quote Line Approval Score field. The
Admin received an error when attempting to create the field.
The Quote object has too many roll-up summary fields.
In addition to creating a custom number field on the Quote
object to capture the average Approval Score, which action
Should the Admin take to resolve the issue?
A. Create a Summary Variable and Price Rule to populate the
number field with the average Approval Score.
B. Create a Summary Variable and Product Rule to populate the
number field with the average Approval Score.
C. Create a Workflow Rule with a Field Update to populate the
average Approval Score.
D. Create a trigger to populate the average Approval Score.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
In which version of ONTAP did the NVMe protocol become
available for SAN environments?
A. 9.3
B. 9.5
C. 9.2
D. 9.4
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_download_file/ECMLP2495115
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